TOMs Rules 2020
1. TOMs License fee 100.00 (the be eligible for any season point awards)
2. One race Temp license 20.00
3. USRA Modified rules will be followed (with only sail panel exception)(As approved by USRA
management)
4. Sail panels must be solid or open with matching styles on both sides of racecar. Sail panels must
extend from back of driver’s seat to within a minimum of three inches from the spoiler support.
Sail panels may have a maximum outward bow of four (4) inches top to bottom, maximum bow
of three (3) inches front to back and may be no more than eight (8) inches above the back edge
of deck. Sail panel must be mounted within one inch of the outer edge of the deck and flush
with the outer edge of roof. Sail Panels, measured from side to side, may not have more than
four inches of variance in material length when measured from roof line to deck.
5. Tax information must be provided to each track to receive event payment.
6. Where mufflers are required, the 609, 305 and 360 or track allowed mufflers are acceptable.
7. RaceCeivers will be required as all partner tracks utilize them.
8. Tracks with transponders will require a rental fee if you do not have them (check with track).
9. All drivers will be assessed a $50 entry due at draw in.
10. Draw in will have a redraw to set position “1”.
11. Sponsor giveaways will take place at drivers meeting.
12. Heat races will have 7 cars minimum and 10 cars maximum and will be 8 laps.
13. All restarts will take place between turns 3 and 4.
14. Restarts will be double file with leader out front and second place choice of in or out.
15. The third restart will be single file. (No Passing till the flag stand)
16. USMTS passing point system will be used.
17. Top 3 finishers to scales and tech. (After heat races and B-Mains)
18. Top 5 to tech and scales after A-feature
19. Top 12 in passing points will advanced to the A main
20. Top 8 in passing points will be redraw.
21. All cars not in top 12 of passing points go to a b main.
22. B mains will be determined based on Car Count
23. A-main length will be 30 laps. Laps subject to change at promoter’s discretion.
24. Purse payout for A-main finishers and Non Qualifiers will be paid by tracks
25. Provisionals :
There is a total of 4 buy-in spots
There will be (2) Provisionals awarded (paid) to drivers in the top 10 drivers that did not make
thru the B main beginning to week 5 (Max of paid Provisionals is 2 any other top 10 will have to
be paid for. (Note they must run a B Main to be eligible for buy-in or provisionals)
There will be (2) buy-set at 150.00 each (If Provisionals are not taken there will be 4 buy-in
spots)
The buy-in spots are buy draw Low number wins

26. Series points are awarded to each driver in the “A” Main as follows: 1st - 100 points, 2nd - 95,
3rd - 91, 4th - 87, 5th - 84, 6th - 81, 7th - 78, 8th - 76, 9th - 74, 10th - 72, 11th - 70, 12th - 68,
13th - 66, 14th - 64, 15th - 62, 16th - 60, 17th - 58, 18th - 56, 19th - 55, 20th – 54
All other drivers that start the “A” Main and finish below 20th are awarded 50 points. All drivers
that fail to start or qualify for the “A” Main are awarded 45 points

